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Sunday, August 29, 2021

Update 7 I Ransomware Security Incident at Leschaco on August 21, 2021
Dear Valued Customer / Business Partner,
While numerous colleagues are continuously working to rebuild Leschaco's IT infrastructure,
approximately 12,000 new successful ransomware attacks are launched worldwide - in just 48 hours.
That's one attack every 14 seconds.
The damage caused is enormous. It takes more than 16 days on average to clean up an incident.
At Leschaco, more than 100 employees are currently engaged in restoring our IT infrastructure. It is our
goal to be a little faster than average. Considering Leschaco is a company with operations in 22
countries around the world - that is quite a challenge.
But we have a huge advantage: Leschaco has a globally consistent IT environment and is well advanced
with its digitalization. Our IT security concept was also among the most modern even before the
ransomware attack. For example, we can fall back on undamaged backup copies of our data inventories
and three of our four central IT systems withstood the attack.
Above all, we have a large team of experienced in-house IT experts who, together with external partners,
have been working flat out for days to respond to the incident. Without our technological expertise and
without our motivated and dedicated employees, our problems would be considerably greater.
We will be able to put the core of our transport management system back into operation on Monday and
will also be able to restart most of our electronic data interchange in the following days. The remainder
of the week all other applications will be restored step by step. This means that a significant majority of
our colleagues are able to work in the normal environment again next week.
You may trust us. We will keep you informed.
About Leschaco
The Leschaco Group is a traditional, owner-managed logistics service provider and offers
intercontinental logistics solutions for sea and air freight as well as contract logistics and tank container
operations.
As a proven partner for leading companies in plant construction and mechanical engineering,
automotive, chemical and related industries, producers of consumer goods and pharmaceuticals,
Leschaco offers comprehensive logistics solutions from one single source. Our globally standardised IT–
environment guarantees the required high process transparency.
Kind regards
Leschaco (Lexzau, Scharbau GmbH & Co. KG)
Kap-Horn-Str. 18 | 28237 Bremen, Germany
Disclaimer
Please note that all information reported in the Customer Advisory is to the best of our knowledge at the time of writing, but we cannot guarantee its correctness or accuracy.
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